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P
lasmonics has emerged as a promising
path toward nanoscale light circuitry1,2

and optical integration,3,4 providing sig-
nificant subwavelength confinement5 and
mechanisms for both spectral and spatial co-
ntrol over light propagation.1,6,7 The remark-
ablestructural tunabilityofplasmonresonances,
as manifested from their strong dependence
on size, composition, and shape of the sup-
porting nanostructure,8 enables light manip-
ulation at the nanoscale, but demands exqui-
site fabrication accuracy.
Traditional plasmonic materials are sim-

ple and noble metals, which are molded
into desired geometries by either chemical
or lithographic methods. A vast amount of
work has beendevoted to producingmono-
dispersive colloids of nanoparticles of these
materials with specific morphologies such
as spheres, shells, rods, stars, and simple
polyhedra.9 Integration of such nanoparti-
cles into plasmonic systems using chemical
self-assembly10 offers a scalable strategy for
high-yield synthesis of complex plasmonic
nanostructures, although control over indivi-
dual particle positions and interparticle gaps is
generally poor and severely hampers the

performance of the whole system. The alter-
native approach, based on lithography, pro-
vides better control over the relative positions
of individual components, but suffers from
limited spatial resolution ∼10 nm and con-
tamination from resists in electron and optical
lithographies and from spurious atomic spe-
cies in focused ion-beam milling.
In this article, we demonstrate plasmonic

behavior (i.e., genuinely collective electron
oscillations) in a radically different type of
materials, individual polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbons (PAHs). Specifically, we predict
highly tunable low-energy plasmonic reso-
nances in PAHs using time-dependent den-
sity-functional theory (TDDFT, see Methods).
These molecules, which consist of finite ar-
rangements of aromatic benzene rings and
bear a close resemblance to the so-called
graphene quantum dots,11 are readily avail-
able through chemical synthesis12�16 and
have been extensively investigated in a vari-
ety of applications ranging from possible
candidates for primitive forms of life17 to
device materials in electronic and optical
applications.13 While the electronic excita-
tions and fluorescence properties of PAHs
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ABSTRACT We show that chemically synthesized polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) exhibit molecular plasmon resonances that are

remarkably sensitive to the net charge state of the molecule and the

atomic structure of the edges. These molecules can be regarded as

nanometer-sized forms of graphene, from which they inherit their high

electrical tunability. Specifically, the addition or removal of a single

electron switches on/off these molecular plasmons. Our first-principles

time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) calculations are in good

agreement with a simpler tight-binding approach that can be easily extended to much larger systems. These fundamental insights enable the development of novel

plasmonic devices based upon chemically available molecules, which, unlike colloidal or lithographic nanostructures, are free from structural imperfections. We further

show a strong interaction between plasmons in neighboring molecules, quantified in significant energy shifts and field enhancement, and enabling molecular-based

plasmonic designs. Our findings suggest new paradigms for electro-optical modulation and switching, single-electron detection, and sensing using individual molecules.
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are well studied and understood,18�20 their collective
low-energy resonances and their dependence on the
charge state and edge configuration have, to our knowl-
edge, not been addressed previously. Using state-of-the-
art theoretical calculations, we show the existence of
pronounced collective electronic excitations in small
systems consisting of less than 100 carbon atoms, and
we find their frequencies to be strongly dependent on
the charge state of the molecules. This behavior is
reminiscent of the plasmons recently observed in doped
graphene.21,22 Furthermore, both the frequencies and
the strengths of these resonances are strongly renorma-
lized with respect to the one-electron transitions ob-
tained in a noninteracting picture. For these reasons, in
what follows we refer to these excitations as molecular
plasmons. Interestingly, given the small size of the PAHs
here studied, and in marked contrast to conventional
metal-based plasmonics, molecular plasmons have a
distinct quantum-mechanical origin, and cannot be de-
scribed classically.
While the existence of plasmons has been exten-

sively demonstrated in atomic-scale systems such as
atomic chains,23 fullerenes,24 and carbon nanotubes,25

we find that the PAH structures provide amore general
strategy for nanoscale plasmonics because their mo-
lecular plasmons exhibit an exceptional structural
and electrical tunability, as we show below. Just like
graphene,21,22,26 these carbon-based planar structures
sustain plasmons that can be switched on/off through
electrical doping. However, we find that the electrical
tunability of PAHs is even greater than for graphene.
Quite remarkably, we find that the plasmonic behavior

of PAHs can be controlled by the addition or removal of
a single electron. For comparison, raising the Fermi
level of an individual sheet of graphene by 1 eV, which
is an affordable change, requires adding one electron for
every 50 carbon atoms, and thus, adding or removing
one electron can be simply achieved through electrical
gating in molecules of that size. A significant advantage
with PAHs over graphene is that their extreme electrical
tunability extends through the visible range of the
spectrum, thus emphasizing their potential importance
for optoelectronic technologies. As TDDFT becomes
impractical for systems containing a large number of
electrons, we here demonstrate that a tight-binding
random-phase-approximation (TB-RPA) model27 (see
Methods) provides a fast, semiquantitative alternative
for simulating the electronic and optical properties of
large PAHs. This analysis can be straightforwardly ex-
tended to very large andcoupled systems, inwhichPAHs
can act as tunable integrated plasmonic components.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Collective Electron Modes in Small PAHs. As a first exam-
ple of a tunable plasmonic PAH, we analyze the optical
properties of thiphenylene in Figure 1. This molecule
consists of 18 carbon atoms arranged in three benzene
rings. Like the rest of the molecules here considered,
the carbon atoms along the edges are bound to hydro-
gen atoms (12 of them in this case). In its neutral form
(charge stateQ= 0), no observable excitation resonances
are apparent in the 1�3 eV spectral range (Figure 1b), in
agreement with the measured >4 eV absorption gap.16

However, when an electron is either added or subtracted

Figure 1. Plasmons in a small molecule: triphenylene. (a) Atomic structure of triphenylene. (b) Absorption cross-section
spectra for different net charges Q of the molecule in units of the elementary charge e. The right panels show the induced
charge density distributions (only the imaginary part, corresponding to real transitions at the selected frequencies)
associated with the modes labeled in panel b. The incident electric field is along the direction of the arrows.
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from the molecule, new strong features emerge in the
absorption spectrum (slightly below 2 eV). A charge
distribution analysis reveals that these modes have a
strong dipolar character (see B�E panels in Figure 1),
similar to those typically observed in coupled plasmonic
systems, and support our identification of the absorption
features in this PAH as molecular plasmons. A satellite
peak is also discernible to the right (left) of the dominant
feature for single electron (hole) doping. In the TB-RPA
results, this satellite peak is much weaker and cannot be
seen in the graph (see below). Adding a second electron
or hole to the molecule results in an increased plasmon
strength and a blue shift in energy, as expected from the
higher concentration of doping charges.28

In Figure 2 we compare plasmons displayed by
several different PAH molecules. The C60 molecule is
also examined for comparison. By regarding these
PAHs as fragments of graphene, we can classify them
according to the difference between the number of
atoms in each of the two carbon sublattices. This
number difference gives rise to an equal number of

electronic states at the Fermi energy of the neutral
molecules29 (here set to zero energy). These electronic
states are localized along the atomic edges in large
molecules, and thus, they can be identified as edge
states. The presence or absence of these states have
dramatic effects on the electronic structure30 and also
on the optical response of the molecules.27 In particu-
lar, PAHswith armchair edges (Figure 2a�c) possess no
zero-energy states, and therefore, there is a substantial
HOMO�LUMO gap (e.g., > 3 eV in triphenylene, see
Figure 3b), which prevents the existence of low-energy
electron�hole pair transitions, and also averts the
possibility of having low-energy plasmons in the neu-
tral molecule. However, the addition of an electron to
the LUMO (or a hole to the HOMO) triggers new low-
energy transitions, which interact collectively forming
molecular plasmons. Themere existence and tunability
of these plasmons is thus intimately linked to the
absence of the noted zero-energy states. The excitation
of these modes produces strong, distinct absorption
features characteristic of dipolar plasmons. In particular,

Figure 2. Molecular plasmonic zoo of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). (a�f) Atomic structure (left) and absorption
spectra (right) for different sizes, shapes, and net charges. Fullerene is also analyzed for comparison (f). The spectra are given
as absorption lines, in color scale saturated to 0.25 nm2, so that saturated peaks have a thickness proportional to their
absorption intensity. The incident field is along the vertical direction.
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low-energy plasmon bands emerge at energies below
2eV in the armchairmolecules considered in Figure2a�c.
These plasmons exhibit redshifts with increasing number
of atomsand, like in thiphenylene (Figure1), theyundergo
blue shifts with increasing charge state |Q|. This beha-
vior is analogous to the frequency scaling ω � Q1/4/Na

1/2

for plasmons in larger graphene nanostructures com-
posed of Na carbon atoms, as predicted from a classical
electromagnetic description of the carbon layer when the
geometrical shape is maintained,31 in agreement with
experimental observations.21,22 However, the detailed
dependence on Q and Na in PAHs is severely corrected
by quantum effects with respect to this classical scaling
law. In particular, we find that the higher-energy plasmon
bands in these molecules are also tunable with charge Q,
but that in contrast to the low-energy band, their frequen-
cies decrease with increasing |Q| in some cases, which is a
clear departure from the prediction of the above classical
scaling law. The strong electron�hole symmetry of the
electronic spectrum in PAHs explains why the energies of
these plasmons are weakly dependent on the sign of the
doping. Incidentally, similar charge-tunable, well-defined,
low-energy plasmons are predicted in C60 (Figure 2f), as
this molecule is equally free from zero-energy electronic
states, although it does not have the noted electron�hole
symmetry (see Supporting Information, SI).

In contrast to armchair PAHs, molecules with zigzag
edges (Figure 2d,e) possess zero-energy electron states
(i.e., they have a metallic character, with partially filled
states at the Fermi level), and therefore, the addition of
one electron or hole does not substantially change the
optical responsebecause it doesnot opennewelectronic
transitions. Only higher-energy plasmon bands (>2 eV)

are observed in zigzag molecules, which are also
present in armchair molecules and exhibit a relatively
weak dependence on Q. Incidentally, zero-energy
states contribute to the optical response by introdu-
cing additional electron�hole pair excitations that can
quench the plasmons, and this can be an important
effect in larger molecules, which involve smaller se-
parations between electronic energy levels.27

Toward a Simplified Tight-Binding Description of Molecular
Plasmons. Our finding of highly tunable plasmons in
PAHs suggests that these molecules/materials may
play an important role in existing and emerging plas-
monic applications. A central theme in such applica-
tions is the coupling between individual plasmonic
components resulting in larger integrated compo-
nents. While the optical properties of small PAHs can
be calculated using the first-principles TDDFT formal-
ism, which includes a self-consistent description of all
four carbon valence electrons (see Methods), this
method cannot be extended to large finite systems.
An accurate treatment of the largest PAHs investigated
in Figure 2 already represents a sizable computational
problem. For PAH-based plasmonics to become a
practical reality, it is therefore essential to develop a
more computationally efficient algorithm.

In Figure 3 we compare results from the TDDFT
approach with results from the much simpler TB-RPA
description, which can be carried out for nanostruc-
tures consisting of up to tens of thousands of atoms.27

Remarkably, even for the smallest PAHs under con-
sideration (Figure 3), TB-RPA also predicts the existence
and absence of charge-tunable plasmons in triphenylene
and phenalene, respectively. Similar quantitative

Figure 3. Toward a simple quantum-mechanical description ofmolecular plasmons. Comparison of electronic (upper panels)
and optical (lower panels) properties calculated using TB-RPA (red) and TDDFT (blue) for (a,c) phenalene and (b,d)
triphenylene with different net charges Q/e = 0, (1.
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agreement regarding the charge tunability of PAHs is
also obtained for larger molecules (see Supporting
Information). However, the plasmon energies obtained
from TB-RPA are consistently blue-shifted compared
with the values obtained from TDDFT. This is due to the
neglect of the σ electrons and the use of only one pz
orbital to represent each carbon site in TB-RPA. While
the localized σ electrons do not contribute charges to
the delocalized electrons that make up the plasmon,
they introduce charge screening through their polar-
ization (just like the d-electrons in noble metals32).
Another difference between the two approaches is that
TDDFT predicts slightly weaker absorption intensity for
the plasmons. This could arise from hybridization among
the larger number of basis set orbitals used in DFT (see
Methods), thus possibly transferring oscillator strength
from the low-energy π plasmons to higher-energy ab-
sorption bands. Despite these details, the overall agree-
ment between TDDFT and TB-RPA is excellent and shows
that TB-RPAprovides a semiquantitative approach for the
design and description of integrated PAH plasmonics.27

Effect of Self-Consistent Screening and the Nature of Molec-
ular Plasmons. The small size of the PAHs under con-
sideration raises the question of how many valence
electrons are necessary to sustain well-defined plas-
mons? This issue is directly related to the understanding
of plasmons as collective electron modes. In a recent
report, it has been shown that plasmons can be sepa-
rated from single-particle excitations because they are
more sensitive to electron�electron interactions.33 Here,
we examine the role of electron�electron interactions at
the self-consistent RPA level, which is shown to be crucial
in determining the plasmon energies and their tunability
(see below).Weobtain analogous results from the TDDFT
method (seeSupporting Information),which includes the
effects of electronic exchange and correlation within the
local-density approximation.

Self-consistent screening is included in the TB-RPA
method through the relation χ = χ0 3 (1 � v 3 χ0)

�1,
where χ0 is the RPA susceptibility,34 χ is the full
susceptibility, and v denotes the bare Coulomb inter-
action (see ref 27 formore details). The induced density
is then obtained from the external potential as F =
χ 3φ

ext. We have explored the role of self-consistent
screening by comparing the results of thismethodwith
a modified version in which χ is replaced by χ0 (i.e., by
removing the self-consistency in the Coulomb interac-
tion among induced charges). The resulting spectra are
plotted in Figure 4 for the smallest molecules under
consideration. The energies of the plasmons (Figure 4a,b),
which can be understood as involving collective elec-
tron motion driven by self-consistent Coulomb inter-
action among different electron�hole pair transitions,
are radically different from the absorption features
in the absence of that interaction (Figure 4c,d). The
latter correspond to bare electron�hole pair transitions.
This clearly shows that self-consistent screening is crucial

to quantitatively predict plasmon energies in PAHs and
indicates that our molecular plasmons are indeed collec-
tive oscillations that involve strong interaction between
individual electron�hole pair excitations.

Plasmons in Linear Benzene Chains (Polyacenes). We ex-
amine the special class of PAHs that are composed of
successively concatenated benzene rings as an atomic-
scale version of plasmonic nanoantennas. The elec-
tronic properties of these molecules, also known as
polyacenes, have been explored for a long time.12,35,36

Although their edges are zigzag, they possess the same
number of atoms in both carbon sublattices, and
therefore, a gap between occupied and unoccupied
states is present when they are uncharged. We thus
expect similar tunability with the charge state as found
for the PAHs considered above. A low-energy dipolar
plasmon emerges in the charged molecules at low
energies, as shown in Figure 5b (solid curves). This
plasmon shifts to higher energy when the charge state
increases from Q/e = 1 to 2. The second absorption
feature is rather independent of charge state (Figure 5b,
dashed curves). In all cases, similar to what happens with
metallic nanoantennas, the plasmon energy shifts to
lower values with increasing length of the molecule. In
particular, the low-energy tunable feature occurs at a
light wavelength that scales almost linearly with the
number of benzene rings N (i.e., similar to the approx-
imateproportionality between the length and thedipolar
plasmon wavelength in gold nanorods37). This is in
contrast to the higher-energy feature, which saturates
asN increases. The strength of the plasmon in the spectra
also shows a striking difference in both cases: the

Figure 4. Effect of self-consistent screening on the optical
response. (a,b) Absorption spectra of phenalene and triphe-
nylene, obtained with the TB-RPA method, including self-
consistent screening (default). (c,d) Spectra obtained by using
χ0 instead of χ, that is, by neglecting self-consistent screening.
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strength of the lowest-energy plasmon increases with
bothmolecule length and charge state, while the higher-
energy plasmon shows only amild dependence on these
parameters (see Figure 5c). Additionally, the absorption
strength is approximately proportional to both Q and N

(see Figure 5c), which is similar to the dependence on
length that is observed in metallic nanorods.

These results are consistent with the observed dis-
tribution of induced densities associated with these
plasmons in linear benzene chains (Figure 5b, insets):
the low-energy feature shows a characteristicþ/� stand-
ing-wave pattern, with induced charges piling up in a
smooth distribution along the perimeter of themolecule,
just like the classical longitudinal dipole plasmon in
metallic nanorods,38 in which the charge piles up at
the particle surface. In contrast, the higher-energy plas-
mon involves charge pileup in the inner atoms, with

oscillations across nearest-neighbor carbons, thus mak-
ing atomic details conspicuous, and producing charge
repulsion that raises the mode energy, which eventually
saturates at a finite value for long molecules.

Interaction between PAHs: Toward Molecular Plasmonics and
Metamaterials. An attractive possibility opened by mo-
lecular plasmonics consists in using PAHs as building
blocks that are integrated in larger structures. Gra-
phene-like structures have been recently proposed
for a bottom-up approach toward negative refraction
based upon a quantum description of the conductivity
and a classical treatment of the electrical currents
driven by optical fields.39 In a more general context,
the interaction between the plasmons of neighboring
molecules defines an atomic-scale approach toward
the control of light with an unprecedented degree
of spatial confinement. We discuss two prototypical

Figure 5. Tunable plasmons in linear benzene chains (polyacenes). We show the energy (b) and maximum extinction cross-
section (c) associated with the plasmons of lowest and second-lowest energies in polyacenes as a function of the number of
benzene cycles N, calculated with the TB-RPAmethod. Three different charge states are considered: Q/e = 0,1,2. The incident
field is along the chains. Atom-resolved induced-charge distributions are shown in panel b as insets for Q/e = 1 and N = 10.

Figure 6. Plasmonic interaction betweenmolecules. (a,b) Field enhancement at the gap center and absorption cross-section
for a dimer of triphenylenemolecules arranged in a bowtie configuration (see inset in panel a). Different values of the carbon-
to-carbon spacing s between the twomolecules are considered, expressed in units of the C�C bond distance, a = 0.142 nm. (c,d).
Hexagonal periodic arrangement of triphenylene molecules and plasmonic resonance in the resulting optical absorbance for
various values of the lattice constant d. These calculations are performed with the TB-RPA method.
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examples of this idea in Figure 6: dimers and periodic
arrays of molecules. For simplicity, we present calcula-
tions for relatively small triphenylenemolecules using the
TB-RPA method. We observe a substantial degree of
intermolecule plasmonic interaction,which is remarkable
considering the small size of triphenylene. Like in tradi-
tional metal-based plasmonics,38 the interaction between
neighboring plasmons results in energy shifts. Because of
the relatively small size of themolecules, only the bonding
mode (corresponding to parallel polarization) is visible in
the far-field spectra, whereas antibonding modes (anti-
parallel polarization) are dark. The redshift resulting from
the attractive interaction between parallel dipoles is mod-
erate for dimers (Figure 6b), clearly becoming larger than
the plasmon width for the periodic structures. This is the
result of a pure Coulombic interaction betweenmolecules
that are not overlapping electronically, as they are sepa-
rated by carbon-to-carbon distances that are larger than
0.5 nm. The magnitude of the absorbance produced by
the arrays (reaching >10%, see Figure 6d) is remarkable
considering the small filling fraction of area occupied by
the molecules (<20%). The large optical field enhance-
ment in the gap between the molecules (Figure 6a) is
equally surprisingandsuggests thepossibilityofusingmo-
lecular plasmons to drive nonlinear response either intrin-
sically or inmolecules decoratedwith PAHs. By analogy to
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), one can con-
ceive molecular-plasmon-enhanced Raman scattering to
trace the presence of other molecules, thus bringing the
size of sensing devices down to the atomic scale.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that PAHs with armchair edges can
sustain optical excitations at visible and near-infrared
frequencies and that their energies are strongly de-
pendent on the charge state of the molecules, to the
point that the addition or removal of a single electron
can switch on/off the existence of such excitations. The
mode frequencies are strongly modified when the
effect of electron�electron interactions is taken into
account either through a TDDFT method or through a
simplified TB-RPA approach. This is interpreted as a
signature of collective electron motion, either in the
form of multiply coupled electron�hole pair excitations
or severe renormalization of individual electron�hole
pairs due to efficient polarization of other modes. Be-
cause of this incipient collective character, and in analogy
with graphene plasmons, we refer to these doping-
induced optical resonances as molecular plasmons.
The existence of tunable plasmons inmolecule-sized

graphene structures has to be contrasted with the lack

of well-defined plasmons in noble-metal nanoparticles
of similar diameter, where nonlocal Landau damping
plays a relevant role (i.e., plasmons can directly decay
into electron�hole pairs). Additionally, our study poses
new questions, such as how many plasmons can be
supported by a molecule with a small number of
valence electrons, and how large is the nonlinearity
arising from the difference between the energy of a
two-plasmon state and twice the energy of one plas-
mon. These nonlinear effects, which are essentially
absent from traditional metallic nanoparticles, could
be exploited in nonlinear optical applications.
Other types of unique plasmonic applications of PAH

structures include the optical detection of atoms/mol-
ecules that act as charge donors or acceptors. Here, new
plasmonic features would signal the occurrence of a
charge transfer reaction. As already demonstrated for
graphene in the infrared,40,41 electrical doping in a gated
device could be used to maintain a certain fraction of
molecules deposited on a transparent gate (e.g., ITO) in
a charged state, thus enabling light modulation in the
visible through fast electrical gating technology. The
magnitudes of the absorption cross-sections of the
plasmons are comparable with the physical cross-
section of the molecules, which could therefore be
exploited to produce electrically tunable complete
optical absorption42 (perfect absorbers) in the visible.
Finally we note that the plasmon linewidths (which
have been fixed to 10 meV in the present calculations
to facilitate the visualization of the spectra) are likely to
be even narrower in realistic systems. Such sharp
plasmons may also provide large field enhancements
and be used in plasmonic waveguide applications.
PAHmolecules can be regarded as nanometer-sized

fragments of graphene, but exhibit plasmons in the visible
rather than in the mid infrared part of the spectrum. The
availability of chemical methods for the synthesis of these
molecules makes it possible to generate defect-free iden-
tical structures. An interesting aspect of the molecular
plasmonsunder investigation is that they requirequantum
mechanics to be properly described, and the interaction
with each individual electron of the molecules is impor-
tant. Although the TDDFT method here employed pro-
vides an efficient and reasonably accurate tool to describe
many-electron quantum interactions, we also demon-
strate that the simpler and more computationally afford-
able TB-RPAmethod provides a semiquantitative descrip-
tion even for the smallest molecules under consideration.
We believe that our study paves the way for a new area in
nanophotonics benefiting from the unique plasmonic
properties of molecular plasmons.

METHODS
DFT and TDDFT simulations. Ground state density-functional

theory (DFT) calculations are performed using the SIESTA

method.43 We use the local-density approximation (LDA)44 to

the exchange and correlation energy and a double-ζ polarized
(DZP) basis set. This yields nearly identical results compared
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with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).45 The DZP
basis contains 13 orbitals per C atom and 5 orbitals per H atom.
The radii of those orbitals are determined by an energy shift of
100 meV,43 and the fineness of the real-space mesh is equiva-
lent to a plane-wave cutoff of 100 Ry. We take all PAH atomic
structures to be planar, with C�C and C�H distances of 0.142
and 0.109 nm, respectively. In the structural optimizations
discussed in the SI, we consider that the molecules are relaxed
when all force components are smaller than 0.4 eV/nm. Kohn�
Sham orbitals and energies obtained with SIESTA are taken as
input to calculate the optical response of the system within
TDDFT,46 using a recently developed fast iterative method.47,48

We disregard spin-polarization effects, which we find to pro-
duce marginal energy shifts in the electronic energies, and
therefore, we expect them to contribute negligibly to the
optical response.

TB-RPA Simulations. We formulate a tight-binding Hamilto-
nian using similar methods as for graphene,49,50 with each atom
contributing with one pz orbital oriented perpendicularly to the
plane of the carbons (the local plane in the case of C60), and a
hopping energy t = 2.8 eV connecting nearest neighbors. Upon
diagonalization, we obtain one-electron states that are filled up
depending on the charge state of themolecule. These states are
used to evaluate the RPA susceptibility χ0, with spin degeneracy
simply included through a factor of 2 in χ0. More details of this
method have been given elsewhere.27

The intrinsic width of all excitations is fixed to pτ= 10meV in
both the TDDFT and the TB-RPA calculations to phenomenolo-
gically represent the effect of inelastic losses.
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